
             Year R Homework letter  
                 24th January 2020 
 

This Week  
This week we put our ‘wanted’ posters for the Evil Pea up around the school to make 
the rest of the school aware that there was a pea on the loose! They worked brilliant-
ly and you will be pleased to know the pea has been captured and returned to the 
freezer! In PE this week ,we have been using some of the PE equipment. We used the 
mats and the benches to practise jumping safely and travelling in different ways.  

English  
This week in English we started a new story called ‘Juniper Jupiter’ which is about a 
little girl superhero who is searching for a new sidekick. We then thought about what 
superhero we would be and what powers we would have. The children drew them-
selves as a superhero and then wrote sentences describing their superpowers. The 
children are doing brilliantly at remembering to leave finger spaces between words 
and putting a full stop at the end of a sentence.  
Phonics 
This week in Phonics we have learnt the phonemes ur, ow, oi, and ear. We have also 
been recapping the formation of particular letters such as ‘a’. We only have a few 
more phonemes to learn within Phase 3 and after that we will start the cycle again, 
focusing primarily on segmenting for spelling and blending to read.  This is so that 
the children become really secure with the new phonemes and will be able to imple-
ment them in their writing and reading independently.  
Maths  
We have been continuing to learn how to add this week. First we found all the differ-
ent ways of making five and then ten using the Numicon shapes. The children no-
ticed that 1 + 9 = 10 but 9 + 1 = 10 as well! We found out that it did not matter which 
way round the numbers were in the number sentence, the answer would still be 10. 
We also had a good discussion around adding zero. When they had a go at adding ze-
ro using the Numicon, the children quickly realised they didn't need to add anything 
to it!  

Love Project 
As part of our termly Love Project we 
are supporting the local charity Love-
works which helps those in need of food 
and can offer assistance with paying util-
ity bills. We are running our ‘Tin a Week’ 
project and are asking that each family 
bring a tin of food into school each week. 
Items which are particularly needed in-
clude: tins of meat, cereals, jam, pasta 
sauce, tins of fruit, rice pudding, tins of 
vegetables, coffee, small bags of sugar, 
shower gel, deodorant and washing up 
liquid. We have collected 106 tins so far 
but our target is 500 so please keep donat-
ing. Thank you to those families who have 
already contributed.  

Dates to remember 

27/01/20 — PTFA Cinema 3.30 – 5.30 pm  

03/02/20 — PTFA - Bags2school 9 am  

07/02/20 — PTFA Quiz Night 7.30 – 10 pm  

13/02/20— Superhero Day 

17 — 21/02/20 — HALF TERM  

Superhero Day! 

To celebrate our learning this term we 
are going to have a Superhero Day on 
13/02/20. On this day the children can 
come in dressed up in a superhero cos-
tume if they wish and take part in 
some superhero- themed activities.  


